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DETAIN and CONDEMNED Resealing Labels during the 
Bermuda Censor Station’s Transition to Imperial Censorship (IC) Status 

 Louis Fiset Index 3C10-3 
 
 
In June 1940, following closure to trans-Mediterranean commercial air and sea traffic, major 
rerouting of the mail became necessary.  As a result, the role of the Bermuda censor station 
soon increased in importance, and in October 1940 it transitioned to an imperial censor 
station on the same footing as Liverpool and London.  By then examiner staff levels increased 
to 400, up from 122 at the end of August, and would reach 550 by the end of the year.  That 
August the British and Americans had worked out an agreement by which all transatlantic 
Pan Am Clipper ships and American Export Line steamers heading in both directions would call 
at Bermuda to off load their mail cargos for censorship.  Most transit mail opened by 
examiners during this period bears the well-known red PC102 provisional resealing labels, 
which saw its greatest use from June to November (earliest known Date: December 10, 1939, 
latest known date: June 1941). 
 
Small quantities of off-loaded mail held contents of potential financial value to the enemy, 
including items convertible to cash, such as international reply coupons, stamps -- both mint 
and used, and even first day covers.  During this time, contents were removed and some 
covers containing contraband resealed with PC116 DETAINED and PC112 CONDEMNED 
provisional labels.  Such mail was held until after the war.   
 
While the provisional PC102 labels were uncommon compared to most PC90 labels that 
succeeded them, black PC116 DETAINED and green PC112 labels are downright rare.  As of 
this writing, only 12 DETAINED and 3 CONDEMNED labels have been reported.  The purpose 
of this article is to bring the number of known examples up to date and illustrate several that 
may not yet have been illustrated.   
 
Sources 
In preparing for this article I consulted the following sources: 

 Augustinovic Horst, 2019. Censorship and Bermuda’s Role in Winning World War II, 
published by Print Link, 260 + XII p. 

 Konrad Morenweiser’s database of UK censor numbers, available for download from 
the CCSG website. 

 Complete run of CCSG Bulletins. 
 The Prexie Era newsletter. 
 Flynn Peter A. (with Forand Michel and Augustinovic Horst), 2006. Intercepted in 

Bermuda: The Censorship of Transatlantic Mail during the Second World War, 
published by the Collectors Club of Chicago, 237 + XVII p. 

 Horst Augustinovic, personal communication  
 
These sources contributed to the production of Table 1, which brings together all covers 
known to the author bearing PC116 and PC112 resealing labels.  The items are listed in the 
order they were off loaded from ships at Bermuda.  Because a satisfactory argument does 
not yet exist to explain a difference in how these labels were used, the table accounts for both. 
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Table 1: Reported Covers with DETAINED and CONDEMNED Resealing Labels 
 

Censor 
No. 

Postmark 
Date 

Corresp. 
Type 

Origin Destination Trip 
No. 

Ship 
Name 

Date in 
Bermuda 

* Notes on Labels 

DETAIN Label         

145 2-Aug-40 Registered 
Airmail 

Brünn, 
Bohemia 
& Moravia 

NYC C-W29 Yankee 
Clipper 

31-Aug-40 1 "Reply Coupons" 

958 7-Oct-40 FDC 
5¢ 

NYC Germany ?   2  

1087 x-Oct-40 Airmail Rockville 
Center, NY 

Berlin, 
Germany ? 

  3 "For stamps on cover" 

4390 9-Oct-40 Registered 
Airmail 

20¢ x 2 + 5¢ 

Poughkeepsie, 
NY 

Italy C-E26 Dixie 
Clipper 

10-Oct-40 1, 
3 

"Unused Italian stamps" 

2004 7-Oct-40 FDC 
2¢ x 3 

NYC Berlin, 
Germany 

SM10E Excalibur 12-Oct-40 2 "Excalibur 10E"; "Stamps on envelope 
first day of issue"; orange manuscript line 
crossout, "Condemn" 

3936 16-Oct-40 FDC 
1¢ 2¢ 3¢ 

Wash. D.C. Berlin, 
Germany 

SM13E Excalibur 2-Nov-40 3a "3 stamps 1st day of issue on envelope" 

3655 5-Nov-40 Registered 
3¢ + 2¢ + 5¢ 

+ 10¢ 

Cordelia, CA Budapest, 
Hungary 

SM16E Exeter 18-Nov-40 4 "16E"; "3655"; "21.11.40" 

6174 9-Nov-40 Letter 
2¢ + 3¢ 

Greenville, 
TX 

Budapest, 
Hungary 

SM16E Exeter 18-Nov-40 1 "Used US stamps" 

5338 20-Sep-39 Registered 
FDC 

Angmagssalik, 
Greenland 

Germany SM16E Exeter 18-Nov-40 5 "SM16E"; "20.11.40"; "N.York-
Koln/Information" 

94 20-Sep-39 Registered 
FDC 

Angmagssalik, 
Greenland 

Denmark SM16E Exeter 18-Nov-40 6 "Postage stamps for enemy occupied 
territory - no stated value - "; transit 
Philadelphia 11-Nov-40, NYC 12-Nov-40; 
"Release d by/Prize Court" 

6179 3-Mar-41 FDC  
3¢ x 4 

Montpelier, 
VT 

Steinau, 
Germany 

SM33E Excalibur 17-Mar-41 
? 

"33E"; "6179" 

6179 10-Mar-41 Airmail Utica, NY Catanzaro, 
Italy ? 

  
2 

 

CONDEMNED Label         

? 
10-Xxx-40 Airmail Lisbon NYC 

? 
  

1 
Red manuscript indicating violation of 
trading with the enemy regulations 

1272 24-Oct-40 Airmail Venezuela Germany C-E30 Atlantic 
Clipper 

31-Oct-40 5 "Food packets/Stamped envelope-
airmail cover of value" 

6043 15-Nov-40 Envelope 
containing 
FDC 

Philadelphia Hamburg, 
Germany 

SM17E Excalibur 25-Nov-40 1, 
3b 

"Cover with 1st day of issue U.S.A. stamps 
dated 16/10/40"; "(6043-Stamp Dept.)" 
[ship misidentified as Exeter ] 

* Source: 
1 Augustinovic (2019), p. 20-21. 
2 Morenweiser UK censor database. 
3 CCSG Bulletin, 7/1/48; 3a, 44/3/117; 3b, 20/3/86. 
4 The Prexie Era Newsletter, No. 45 (Spring 2009), p. 7. 
5 Flynn (2006), p. 95. 
6 Collyer Church collection. 

 

The labels range in use from August 31, 1940 through March 17, 1941, representing the dates 
ships carrying this mail called at Bermuda.  Seven of the covers were either first day covers 
(6) or one contained in an outer cover (1).  Three others contained U.S. or Italian mint and 
used stamps.  Eight of the 14 covers were ship mail, two of which were registered.  Two of 
the six airmail covers were registered.  With the exception of the two covers at Bermuda in 
March 1941, manuscript information was recorded on the labels identifying the censor, trip 
number (i.e., ship name), and the reason for holding back the item.  Other information 
included docketing numbers and censor’s table numbers.  In one case, the DETAINED word 
has been struck through in orange and the word, CONDEMNED inserted in manuscript. 
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Interestingly, such information is largely missing from the two March 1941 items.  Shortly 
after the Bermuda censor station attained imperial censorship status, pink and yellow PC93 
paper strips were introduced on which such information was placed and one end glued to the 
outside of the cover.  These strips, in use from December 1940 through October 1942, are 
covered by Flynn and Augustinovic in their books on Bermuda censorship. 
 

Table 2: American Export Line Ships Calling at Bermuda 

Trip 
No. 

Ship Date at 
Bermuda 

 Trip 
No. 

Ship Date at 
Bermuda 

1E Exochorda 10-Aug-40  1W Excalibur 8-Aug-40 

2E Excalibur 17-Aug-40  2W Exeter 22-Aug-40 
3E Excambion 26-Aug-40  3W Exochorda 30-Aug-40 
4E Exeter 2-Sep-40  4W Excalibur 5-Sep-40 
5E Exochorda 8-Sep-40  5W Excambion 11-Sep-40 
6E Excalibur 14-Sep-40  6W Exeter 18-Sep-40 
7E Excambion 21-Sep-40  7W Exochorda 25-Sep-40 
8E Exeter 28-Sep-40  8W Excalibur 3-Oct-40 
9E Exochorda 5-Oct-40  9W Excambion 9-Oct-40 

10E Excalibur 12-Oct-40  10W Exeter 16-Oct-40 
11E Excambion 19-Oct-40  11W Exochorda 23-Oct-40 
12E Exeter 25-Oct-40  12W Excalibur 27-Oct-40 
13E Excalibur 2-Nov-40  13W Excambion 4-Nov-40 
14E Excambion 9-Nov-40  14W Exeter 10-Nov-40 
15E Siboney 11-Nov-40  15W Excalibur 19-Nov-40 
16E Exeter 18-Nov-40  16W Excambion 24-Nov-40 
17E Excalibur 25-Nov-40  17W Siboney 1-Dec-40 
18E * * * * * *  18W Exeter 7-Dec-40 
19E Excambion 3-Dec-40  19W Excalibur 14-Dec-40 
20E Siboney 9-Dec-40  20W Excambion 20-Dec-40 
21E Exeter 16-Dec-40  21W Siboney 29-Dec-40 
22E Excalibur 23-Dec-40  22W Exeter 4-Jan-41 

 

Ship mail 
Most attention placed on Bermuda censorship in World War II has focused on Clipper flying 
boats calling regularly with their cargos of transit mail.  However, beginning in August 1940 
and throughout the remaining period of the U.S. neutrality, The American Export Line ran four 
ships between New York and Lisbon, all calling at Bermuda travelling in both directions.  They 
provided the bulk of east and west ship mail carried between North America and Europe.  
Because most DETAINED labels appear on ship mail, it is useful to summarize them here.  The 
four cargo-passenger ships were Excalibur, Exeter, Excambron, and Exochorda.  The latter 
was sold to the Navy in October 1940 and replaced by the Siboney, chartered from the Ward 
Line.  From August 2 through the end of 1940, 22 eastbound and 22 westbound ships called 
at Bermuda where they off-loaded their mail cargo for censorship and picked up bags of mail 
off-loaded from earlier ships.  These voyages and their dates calling at Bermuda may be 
found in Table 2, courtesy of Horst Augustinovic.  A similar table of trips made through the 
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first half of 1941 was previously published by Augustinovic in the CCSG Bulletin (Vol. 7, No. 5, 
p. 74, June 1980). 
 

The newly reported/illustrated 
covers 
The first cover, submitted by 
Collyer Church, is reported for 
the first time, in Figure 1.  It is 
the second Greenland FDC to 
appear, with this one being 
addressed to Denmark.  It was 
removed from the Exeter, upon 
its arrival at Bermuda on 18 

November and opened by censor 
94, whose number also appears 
on PC102 resealing labels.  An 
accompanying note on the label 
reads, “Postage stamps for 
enemy occupied territory – no 
stated value.”  Other docketing 
information also appears.  In 
the same handwriting appears 
the date, “20 October 1940,” a 
date inconsistent with the arrival 
of Exeter. The date may reflect a 
careless glance at the Greenland postmark, which reads 20-9-1939.  The back of the cover 
shows transit markings through the U.S., including Philadelphia on November 11, 1940 and 
New York, the next day.  Also shown is a “Release d by/Prize Court” marking (fig. 2), to date 

an unreported variety indicating its release 
after the war, sometime between 1948 and 
1951.  

 

A disparity exists between the postmark date 
and arrival date at Bermuda, both for this FDC and a second one, illustrated in Flynn (2006, 
p. 96) -- a lag time of 13 months.  To explain, the stamps were issued just after the last ship 
of the year departed Greenland.  The next available ship, under U.S. registry, departed the 
following autumn, carrying cryolite, a key ingredient in the production of aluminum, destined 
for Philadelphia.  By then, Denmark was under occupation, so direct mail service from 
Greenland was no longer possible.  Likely, the Flynn cover bears similar markings, although 
confirmation is lacking due to the back not being illustrated. 

Figure 2. 

Figure 1. 
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The second DETAIN cover, this one listed by Morenweiser, but to my knowledge never 
illustrated, may be seen in Figure 3.  It, too, is a first day cover, addressed to Germany, 
bearing three 2-cent Famous Americans Issue stamps. It was postmarked October 7, 1940.  
Two DETAINED labels, both shown, reveal useful information.  The FDC was removed from 
Excalibur on the 10th eastbound voyage to Lisbon (SM10E).  The ship called at Bermuda on 
October 12th, having left New York two days earlier.  A manuscript notation reads, “stamps 
on envelope first day of issue.”  The 17-13-0 likely represents a docketing number.  The 
cover was examined by “Ex 2004” at “Private Table 1C.”  Finally, the DETAIN word is crossed 

out with an orange 
line and the word  
“Condemn.”  A 
remnant of plain 
brown tape covers 
the rusted outline of 
a paper clip. 

The third DETAINED 
cover, shown in figure 
4, appears to be an 
outlier for its late date 
relative to the use of 
the DETAIN resealing 
label.  It, too, is an 
FDC, of the Vermont 
statehood stamp, 
bearing the postmark, March 4, 1941.  This is more than four months after the other covers 
listed in Table 2.  The 33E indicates it was removed from Excalibur on the 33rd eastbound 
voyage, which called at Bermuda on March 17, 1941.  The only other mark on the DETAIN 
label is 6179, presumably the censor’s identification number.  This cover (or its clone) 
appears in Morenweiser’s compilation of UK censor numbers, but to my knowledge has never 
appeared in the CCSG Bulletin or elsewhere.  Interestingly, the front of the cover bears the 

typewritten directive, “Via 
Siberia.”  For one month in 
1940, from September 6 to 
October 5, surface mail to 
Germany was transported across 
the Pacific and then the Soviet 
Union by train.  The directive, of 
course, was ignored.  

Figure 3. 

Figure 4. 
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Why FDCs? 
Most detained and condemned mail had something of value to the enemy, the large majority 
of it philatelically related, and mostly from dealers.  Postage stamps, both mint and used, 
philatelically inspired covers, and even first day covers were subject to seizure.  All 
represented a form of securities that might be turned into cash.  Cash itself, and 
International Reply Coupons, were also confiscated from the mails.   
 
With seven of the 15 reported DETAINED and CONDEMNED covers involving first day covers, 
five of them generated in the U.S. and apparently with no contents, a question arises by what 
means FDCs addressed to enemy countries ended up in collectors’ hands.  Most mail to be 
released was sent to Great Britain after the Bermuda station closed in March 1944.  
Condemned covers having contained securities or themselves believed to have value were 
released after the war usually bearing a Prize Court marking on the front or back side.  Mail 
condemned for other reasons addressed to Germany was released in 1946, most of it bearing 
an affixed label reading in German: Detained mail released by censor.  If a reply is to be sent 
it must be in accordance with new regulations.”  Finally, a small percentage of released mail 
has receivers indicating the dates of arrival. 
 
Only the Greenland FDC shown in Figure 1 bears any indication of being released and 
ultimately delivered.  This leads me to believe most of them were held back in Bermuda and 
auctioned off there after the war.  That is, they never reached their destination, but fell into 
dealers’ hands. 
 
Conclusion 
During the period under consideration in this article, the U.S. issued a number of new stamps 
whose first day covers likely passed through Bermuda censors’ hands on their way to Europe 
and beyond, potentially to countries at war with the United Kingdom.  They are the 
following: the five Artists (September 1940) and five Inventors (October 1940) stamps of the 
Famous Americans Issue; the three National Defense Issue stamps (October 16, 1940); and 
the Thirteenth Amendment Issue (October 20, 1940).  Given the numbers, after the passing 
of eight decades one might expect a larger representation in Table 1. 
 
In addition, we might also expect more DETAINED and CONDEMNED resealing labels on mail 
containing mint and used stamps, even for the short duration of their use. 
 
In time, additional examples may appear and be reported.  In the meantime, collectors in 
possession of the 15 listed here have something very special to enjoy. 
 
Acknowledgment:  Many thanks to Horst Augustinovic and Dann Mayo for help in 
preparation of this article. 
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